Multimedia solution for
your hybrid rooms.

Multi-task, MultiVIEW.
With the SurgiMedia MultiVIEW solution, we use our knowledge and experience
for the interventional surgery that is quicky expanding these days. This type of
surgery requires the surgeon to perform several tasks simultaneously (studies,
diagnosis, intervention) and thus, necessitates speed and precision in the
analysis of data from centralized display systems.

Our solution is performance-guided
SurgiMedia MultiVIEW is a global solution which optimizes decision-making and
simplifies administrative tasks.

Centralize the information
Benefit from a large 4K screen to display simultaneously all the information that
you set into a multiple windows mode : surgical procedure, patient’s data (face,
heartbeat,…) and others you think are important.

Ease the procedure
With SurgiMedia MultiVIEW, the administrative tasks linked to the patient’s file
(create a new file, record and archive computing data, MRI scanner, radiology images
on DICOM format) are done within few clicks. Keep track of your work easily. Let’s
concentrate on your core actions !

Share your intervention
In live streaming and in video-conferencing, share your interventions with your
students or peers. Record them up to 4K technology on a local server or through the
network.

1,2,3… assets !
We designed the solution as an extension of the surgeon work.

1.Efficiency
All the information you need is gathered at the same place
and displayed on a 4K screen.

2. Fluidity
User-friendly, the SurgiMedia DistriVIEW solution is equipped
with touch screens and easy to use icons.

3. Versatile
We co-create your multimedia environment to adapt it to your
use and your medical equipment. We customize the number, the
size and the position of the screens (fixed or built-in), the number
and the position of the audio and video inputs and outputs …

Why us ?

Made in France

Warranty

Medical Devices

We design and produce our
solutions in Grenoble. Which mean
we master them perfectly and so we
can adapt them to the specific
demands of our customers.

SurgiMedia MultiVIEW solution, and
the rest of our products are 2 yearswarranted.

SurgiMedia MultiVIEW are CE marked
in order to address security and
hygiene expectancies of your medical
environment and ensure their
compatibility with other equipment which
they are connected to.

Guiding you is our priority !
We work together upon the identification of
your current and future needs !

Strongly experienced, Isis’s teams will guide
you through the broad range of our solutions, in
order to choose the most adapted one.

During the SurgiMedia installation, Isis
supervises and coordinates project teams so
that your solution is perfectly integrated in your
operating room.

Once installed, Isis teams will train your
clinical teams to ensure the good handle of the
machine. Moreover, Isis will support your
biomedical and technical staff in the
maintenance of the products.

Your needs, our solutions
DESCRIPTION

MultiVIEW
4K 7-1

MATERIAL pack including a 4K digital integration bay with video
processor allowing CAPTURE with routing, of Maxi. 7 signals. (4x
HDMI, 2x DisplayPort, 1x RGB / YPbPr) to an OUTPUT in 4K UHD
display, with PIP & PAP mixing of 4 simultaneous sources
according to 16 predefined display combinations (LAYOUT).
Full control via SurgiMedia 21.5 "MV-4K system only.

MultiVIEW
4K 9-1

MATERIAL pack including a 4K integration bay with video
processor allowing CAPTURE with routing of Maxi. x9 HDMI
signals. to 1 OUTPUT in 4K UHD display (or 4 FullHD outputs), with
PIP & PAP mixing of 8 simultaneous sources, according to 16
combinations of displays (LAYOUT) preset (* only available with the
FSN FM-D5801DV DICOM monitor Ref IS 23 15).
Autonomous control by individual PC on WEB page, or via the
SurgiMedia 21.5 "MV-4K system or / and SmartCONTROL.
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